
From: Veronica Thompson  
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2009 6:24 PM 
Subject: update 
 
Hello!  I'm sorry I haven't been able to update sooner, getting on the internet here hasn't been easy.  We are 
finishing up our time in Diriamba and will be heading to Chinandega, Nicaragua, tomorrow morning for 6 
days.  We ran a 5 day VBS here on the YWAM base last week and alternated between painting the school house 
here in the afternoons and going down to the local festival to do prayer walking in the evenings. Once we began 
the prayer walks at the festival our team started experiencing quite a bit of spiritual warfare.  Several of us have 
come down with flu-like symptoms (fever, nausea and vomiting) and others are experiencing diarrhea.  Lori 
hurt her leg during a soccer game on the last day of our VBS and I hurt my back last thursday and was in quite a 
bit of pain thurs. and fri.  Then I managed to come down with this flu on Monday and haven't been able to 
participate in any ministry monday evening, yesterday or today.  It's been frustrating, but I'm thankful it wasn't 
any worse and that I'm recovering.  The sickness seems to have stopped spreading among the team finally, but 
not everyone is up to 100% yet.  So prayers for health would be very helpful.  Especially since we're about to 
move to a new location and it's going to be much hotter than we're accustomed to now.  Lori's leg is slowly 
healing and my back has healed quickly since the weekend, thanks to God:) 
 
The prayer walks we did at the festival were leading up to the evangelistic program we did on Monday, which 
went very well.  The festival is very crazy, loud, and chaotic, so we had been praying a lot to have a good 
location to do our program.  There are usually fireworks going off, loud music, fair rides, and lots of people 
talking.  God provided an opportunity to perform on the flatbed of a tractor trailer and several people stopped to 
watch and listen to our testimonies, even with the surrounding chaos.  Two guys stayed afterward to ask more 
questions about what we were sharing and we handed out a hundred tracts to others.  The students were thrilled 
about the ministry opportunity and seeing God provide and move in people's hearts.  God certainly provided the 
victory for us because there's no way we would have drawn a crowd in that kind of noise/chaos without His 
help! 
 
The VBS last week, and a 3 day VBS this week at an orphanage, went very well.  Our team has never done a 
VBS before, but we all worked well together and believe that God spoke to the children through the messages 
and the love we showed them.  It was tiring, but very rewarding!  Our average head count was 50, so not nearly 
the 140 they told us we might have.  But, now that I've seen what 50 is like I'm not sure we could have handled 
140!   
 
Tonight we will be teaching a local youth group how to do one of our dramas so that they can share with 
others.  We will be doing the same thing in Chinandega with a few youth groups there, which I think is a great 
opportunity to reach this culture by training their youth.  We will also be working in a few feeding centers this 
pastor has, cooking and delivering food house to house.  We will do some evangelistic programs and run some 
youth/church services.  The last day we're there we will go into a very poor area and remove lice from people's 
hair where there has been an outbreak. 
 
I won't have email access while I'm there, but we will return to the base in Diriamba for 2 days on Feb. 4,5 
before leaving for Costa Rica on the 6th.  I will try to update then.  Thank you so much for all of your prayers, I 
can't tell you how much I appreciate them!  Please continue to pray for wisdom for us as leaders, and that I may 
disciple the students as God sees best.  And for continued health! 
 
For His Glory, 
Veronica 
 


